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China Insight: Exploring Good Real Estate Developers In Harsh 
Environment - by Tim Cheung and Riki Zhang, p13-14
Though deleveraging seems to have been abandoned, it is still too early to
say whether Beijing will make a broad-based stimulus push for all major
sectors. It is not in question that the infrastructure sector is going to be a
beneficiary in this stimulus cycle. However, whether the real estate sector
will be another one is quite uncertain.

Oil Waivers Take The Sting Out Of Iran Sanctions –
by Robert Graystone and Ed Blake, p15-16
Overall, it remains to be seen how stringently enforced the US secondary
sanctions will be, and what response Iran's government will have to being
partially cut off from major trading opportunities.

US 2v30s Yield Spread – Scope To 63/73 While Dips Hold Over 44/45
- by Ed Blake, p18
Buy dips as we await further widening through 56/69 targeting lower highs 
at 63/73. Place a protective stop under the 44/45 support zone.

USD/CAD – 200-Day MA Keeping Bears In Check - by Andy Dowdell, p19
Look to buy for a re-test of the June 1.3386 high. Bears need to breach prior 
lows at 1.2970/17 to derail the advance.

COMEX Copper – Downside Risk Whilst 287.10/288.05 Caps
– by Ed Blake, p20
Sell into any near-term rallies for a resumption of this year’s downtrend 
through 255.20 targeting 232.35-226.50. Stop and reverse on a clearance of 
the 287.10-288.05 barrier.
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Inside this week’s edition…

Know the Flows: Bond Funds See Biggest Monthly Outflow In October 
Since 4Q15 - by Cameron Brandt, p3
Preliminary numbers indicate that October, which ended with another
weekly outflow of over $8 billion, was the worst in flow terms for EPFR-
tracked Bond Funds in over two and a half years.

US Mid-Term Elections Preview - America ‘Still’ First – Chris Shiells, Tony 
Nyman, Robert Graystone, Marcus Dewsnap & Ed Blake, p4-5
The near term focus is on the US mid-terms on Tuesday 6th November, 
which is expected to see greater than usual turnout reflecting the strong 
emotions evident in US politics right now. 

Real US Yields Are Rising. Is There A ‘Potus Put’? - by Marcus Dewsnap, p6
The move higher in UST 10-year yield is driven by the real element that has
busted 1.1% for the first time since 2011. Breakevens are falling.

FX Seasonality in November? – by Tony Nyman, p7-9
After a purported strong month-end in October flows wise, the USD is giving
back ground in the early days of November on a possible re-pricing of the
2019 Fed tightening outlook, a risk rebound on trade talks hopes and ahead
of the US mid-term elections Tuesday.

The Nzd Week - Bias Is Neutral – by Tony Nyman 
and Andy Dowdell, p10-12
It's hardly a rival to the US week, but it's certainly a big one locally and
there's every chance of independent movement.
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Preliminary numbers indicate that October, which ended with another
weekly outflow of over $8 billion, was the worst in flow terms for EPFR-
tracked Bond Funds in over two and a half years. Concerns about global
economic growth, the pace of monetary tightening in the US and
political shifts in Europe saw Global Bond Funds post their 12th outflow
in the past 13 weeks during late October while Europe Bond Funds
extended their longest run of outflows since 4Q11 and US Bond Funds
since 4Q15.

Flows to Equity Funds followed the same pattern as the preceding two
weeks, with Japan, China and Korea Equity Funds recording above
average inflows while funds with European, global and US mandates
struggled to attract fresh money. Year-to-date redemptions from
Europe Equity Funds pushed over the $60 billion mark and Global Equity
Funds recorded their third straight outflow, the longest such run since
2Q13.

Overall, EPFR-tracked Bond Funds posted a collective net outflow of $8.1
billion during the final week of October while $1.3 billion flowed out of
Alternative Funds, $1.4 billion from Equity Funds – with Dividend Equity
Funds reporting outflows for the 40th time year-to-date -- and $5.6
billion from Money Market Funds.

At the single country and asset class fund levels, commitments to Brazil
Equity Funds hit a 32-week high and outflows from Brazil Bond Funds a
12-week high following Jair Bolsonaro’s victory in Brazil’s presidential
election. Municipal and Inflation Protected Bond Funds again extended
outflow streaks that are the longest since 4Q16 and 4Q14 respectively,
Mortgage Backed Bond Funds posted their biggest weekly outflow since
2Q17 and investors pulled another $1.4 billion out of Total Return Bond
Funds.

Going into November last year, sector-oriented investors were
embracing the US technology and global growth stories as they digested
a raft of stellar earnings reports. At the same point this year they are
increasingly playing defense as global growth slows and many of the
latest round of earnings reports carry a sting in the outlook sections. Of
the four EPFR-tracked Sector Fund groups to attract fresh money during
the week ending October 31, two were classically defensive, one was
arguably oversold and the fourth, Commodities Sector Funds, only
recorded inflows because of commitments to dedicated Gold Funds.

A raft of plans for taxing digital providers weighed on Technology Sector
Funds during late October, as did the prospect of another US interest
rate hike in late December, the latest twist in the US-Sino tariff saga and
some mixed earnings reports. Redemptions hit levels last seen in mid-
3Q15.

Real Estate Sector Funds remain under pressure from the impact of
rising US interest rates on the cost of mortgages, weaker demand in key
US markets and fresh data highlighting the cost of housing relative to
incomes. Fears that some real estate markets in China, Canada, the UK,
Australia and the US are still in ‘bubble’ territory are also prompting
investors to pull back.

Know The Flows - Bond Funds See Biggest Monthly Outflow In October Since 4Q15
By Cameron Brandt, Director, EPFR Research Back to Index Page

For further information on EPFR, please click HERE

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/products-and-services/data-analysis-and-tools/epfr
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The near term focus is on the US mid-terms on Tuesday 6th November,
which is expected to see greater than usual turnout reflecting the strong
emotions evident in US politics right now. The pollsters have the
Democrats winning back the House and the Republicans and President
Trump securing the Senate, but they have been wrong before and there
remains a large degree of uncertainty over the outcome and what this
means for President Trump’s next two years in office. The outcome will
have major ramifications for economic and trade policy, which will set
the battleground for the 2020 Presidential election.

Perhaps the worst mistake is to assume the pollsters have got it right - as
the biggest negative impacter could well be if the Democrats sweep the
board and take back the House and the Senate. There is huge risk
attached to the third outcome, which could spark greater volatility.
Would that bring impeachment proceedings closer or would it force
Trump to revert to his calculating best and try and get some Dems on his
side by calling for tax breaks for the less well off? They might not be able
to reject such a proposal even if Trump’s plans on trade, immigration
could hit a brick wall.

Both sides have expressed a wish to get a big infrastructure spending bill
through Congress, and thus we expect that US fiscal concerns will not
lessen with the Democrats in charge of the House, as it will be a case of
where the money will be spent and not if it will be spent. A congress
divided between Democrats and Republicans (one way or the other) will
raise the risk of another standoff over legislation to raise the US debt
ceiling, which would also be a great source of uncertainty.

Any further fiscal loosening runs the risk that the Fed will raise rates
more than the market currently prices for 2019, which could put Fed
Chair Jerome Powell on a collision course with the President. This all
suggests further upside pressure on the USD and US Treasury yields, but
this will likely be amplified if the Republicans secure the House and

Senate. The DXY could well make further gains towards 98.00, even 100
in early 2019. Usd/Jpy could reclaim 115+ in response ultimately, while
Eur/Usd could see itself sink further south of the psych 1.15. On the
global stage Trump may be emboldened to forcefully push for changes in
how the US deals with EU and NATO allies. He might challenge the
Chinese more forcefully on economic trade issues.

If Trump does lose the House then this would likely mean some near-
term US stocks losses from very frothy levels still but as this does not
change our view on the Fed tightening outlook, we would suspect a 95
handle DXY would survive after initial selling before the market turns its
attention elsewhere.

In fact US stock markets look like they hold the key for US President
Trump’s reaction to the election, as this is what he often uses as a gauge
of his ‘success’- the irony here is that S&P is more likely to suffer from
further trade protectionism than the US economy. The President may
well listen to those calling for a toning down of trade-rhetoric if there is
growing evidence of a negative impact on the economy and crucially the
stock market, but let’s not forget that Trump can pass these policies via
executive order; as such, the implication is that trade relations may
continue to worsen as tariffs are built up, regardless of which party
controls Congress.

This all suggests that the mid-term elections will not mark a paradigm
shift for Emerging Markets in 2018 and their struggles look set to
continue into year-end. Trump’s economic policies have put Emerging
Market economies under the microscope amid a tightening of global
liquidity and trade uncertainty and it seems that this will continue. The
best Emerging Market investors can hope for is a toning down of trade
protectionism, which it would seem depends on how stocks are
performing, and that fiscal concerns do not push the Fed into faster rate
hikes.

Cont. p5

US Mid-Term Elections Preview - America ‘Still’ First
By IGM’s Chris Shiells, Managing Analyst EM, Tony Nyman, Head G10 FX, Robert Graystone, FI Strategy, 

Marcus Dewsnap Senior Analyst/Editor & Ed Blake, Chief European FI Technical Analyst 

Back to Index Page

For more depth insight please see our US Mid-Term special report see HERE

https://igm-novus-production-uploads.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/upload/asset/109522/IGM_US_Mid-Term_Elections_Preview_Nov_2018.pdf
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US Mid-Term Elections Preview - America ‘Still’ First … Continued
Back to Index Page

For more depth insight please see our US Mid-Term special report see HERE

https://igm-novus-production-uploads.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/upload/asset/109522/IGM_US_Mid-Term_Elections_Preview_Nov_2018.pdf
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We’ll start with a quote from Lloyds which aptly sums the mood:

‘It’s hard to believe that at the end of last week, beginning of this, market
sentiment felt like the ‘world was ending’, with US equities extending
their October collapse and the USD and US treasuries acting as safe
harbor. We finish the week with renewed optimism, with the prospect of
a trade deal between the US and China. Global equities have recovered
significantly, the USD has reversed, with US yields back towards their
year highs.’

The move higher in UST 10-year yield is driven by the real element that
has busted 1.1% for the first time since 2011 (our Technical Analysis
team suggest an initial target of 1.18% HERE). Breakevens are falling.

This within the context of ‘risk-on’, which begs several questions:

• When will higher yields pop this bout of equity bullishness?

• Is the buy-the-dip mentality still strong?

• Are corporates back in stock buyback mode post-earnings?

And there are some wondering out loud whether the Trumpeting from
the US Commander-in-Chief surrounding US/China trade relations is a
cynical move to boost equities (The POTUS Put?) ahead of Mid-Terms
(Tuesday). Equities, for reasons we have gone into before, are extremely
sensitive to US/China relations noise. As UBS’ Paul Donovan points out:

‘Before breaking out the beautiful chocolate cake, it is worth
remembering that China would also have to agree, and has the capacity
to hold out against current sanctions.’

Into this the aforementioned Mid-Terms – see previous story for more
on our take.

The Fed also meets (Wednesday-Thursday). A couple of issues worth
mentioning in passing. The market’s proxy for ‘neutral’ is just above 3%,
the forward curve suggests 3.2% for Terminal Funds, and there is more
chatter surrounding Effective Funds level i.e. above mid-target range and
whether another IoER adjustment is in the works.

Quarles speaks (Friday). Recall he is a regulatory expert and bank
regulations just became less stringent (see HERE) which loosens financial
conditions at a time of tighter monetary policy. However, this might not
show up in popular measures of financial conditions.

For more on the Fed and all the Central Banks we cover, the NOVEMBER
edition of our MONTHLY INTEREST RATE OUTLOOK is now available.
Subscribers can access via the website HERE or email
sales@informagm.com for a copy.

Real US Yields Are Rising.  Is There A ‘Potus Put’?
By Marcus Dewsnap, IGM Senior Analyst/Editor Back to Index Page

This is an excerpt from Marcus’ Week Ahead, see HERE, published every Friday

https://www.informagm.com/stories/1433281
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-11-01/just-time-stimulus-fed-proposes-looser-rules-large-us-banks
https://www.informagm.com/stories/1432932
mailto:sales@informagm.com
https://financialintelligence.informa.com/resources/product-content/ader-steady-at-the-fed-sideways-in-the-market
https://igm-novus-production-uploads.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/upload/asset/109738/IGM_Weekly_-_2_November_2018.pdf
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Post NFPs, we can see that the USD is a near across the board loser so
far this month, from -0.4% CAD through to -1.4% SEK, -1.7% GBP, -1.9%
AUD and -2.2% NZD. The USD is about flat vs the Yen so far, but not
beating any of its rivals.

After a purported strong month-end in October flows wise, the USD is
giving back ground in the early days of November on a possible

In 2017, it was a fairly mixed bag. USD lost out to among others -1.4% 
CHF, -1.8% GBP and -2.2% EUR. Notable USD gains were seen vs +1.2% 
AUD and +1.8% NOK.

In 2016, the USD only lost out to the -2.2% GBP. Everywhere else, there 
were largely strong gains, incl +2.2% SEK, approx +3.0% CHF, AUD and 
NOK and +3.6% EUR and a mega +8.4% JPY.

re-pricing of the 2019 Fed tightening outlook, a risk rebound on trade
talks hopes and ahead of the US mid-term elections Tuesday.

We have talked plenty about historical Q4 seasonality, which tends to be
pro-USD, but what of November generally? Is that a strong Dollar month
and/or are there any G10s that seem to perform particularly well/badly?

In 2015, again, only USD losses against one AUD at -1.3%. USD gains
everywhere else, from +2.0% JPY through to +2.1% CAD, +2.4% GBP and
NOK, +2.9% NZD and +4.0% CHF and EUR.

It's becoming a trend. In 2014, just USD losses vs this time NZD at -0.7%.
USD gains elsewhere, incl +1.3% CAD, +2.2% GBP, +3.3% AUD, 4.0% NOK
and +5.3% JPY.

Cont. p8

FX Seasonality in November?
By Tony Nyman, IGM Head G10 FX Back to Index Page

https://www.informagm.com/stories/1422442
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In 2013, the USD only lost out materially to the -2.0% GBP. There were
decent size USD gains vs the likes of +1.7% NZD and CAD, +3.0% NOK,
+3.7% AUD and +4.0% JPY.

In 2012, mixed and mostly little direction. USD losses confined between -
0.2% to -0.5% vs the likes of AUD,CAD and NOK. USD gains included vs
+0.7% GBP and +3.3% JPY.

In 2011, just light losses vs -0.7% JPY. Everywhere else, USD gains, ie
+2.4% AUD and GBP, +3.0% EUR, +3.3% NZD, +3.8% NOK and SEK and
+4.0% CHF.

In 2010, USD gains across the board, from +0.7% CAD, through to +3.9%
JPY, +5.1% SEK, +5.8% NOK and +6.9% EUR.

2009 was not a good year for the DOLLAR. Down from -0.8% NOK, -1.9%
EUR, -2.1% CHF, -2.7% CAD and -4.3% JPY. Tiniest of USD gains vs +0.1%
GBP and +0.3% NJZD.

Ten years ago, just -3.0% JPY losses and gains everywhere else. The Usd
was up vs the likes of +2.2% CAD, +4.1% SEK and NOK, +4.4% GBP, +4.6%
CHF and +5.8% NZD.

For good measure, in 2007, a mixed bag of -1.0% EUR, -2.3% CHF and -
3.8% JPY. USD wins included vs +1.2% NZD, +3.2% NOK, +5.3% AUD and
+5.6% CAD.

Cont. p9

FX Seasonality in November? …  Continued
Back to Index Page
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FX Seasonality in November? …  Continued
Back to Index Page

Unsurprisingly, the USD tends to do fairly well in Nov and vs much of the G10. It has been a consistent strong winner vs JPY for much of the decade.

It's a risky one given the upcoming mid-terms, but we're going to buy USD/JPY here at 112.88 on a seasonality bet for a 114.35 return
initially, leaving our stop at 111.78 for now. The USD has lost its lustre the last few days. Let's see if we can return to trend quickly,
particularly as the BOJ is in no rush to begin the path to normalisation.
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Expected Nzd/Usd trading range is 0.6575/0.6700.

Cont p11

The Nzd Week - Bias Is Neutral
By IGM’s Tony Nyman, Head G10 FX & Andy Dowdell, Technical Analyst Back to Index Page
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It's hardly a rival to the US week, but it's certainly a big one locally and
there's every chance of independent movement.

We've already had BARCLAYS' view, as the well followed UK clearer
targets lower and 0.6430, citing Orr and co likely leaving the chance of a
cut in the accompanying rhetoric.

First the GDT Tuesday. See the chart below and very soft H2 in price
indexes.

Late Tue's Q3 employment change and the market sees 2.0% y/y, a

softest since Q4 2015, as ING mull whether it fans RBNZ fears that
labour market constraints are beginning to bite.

Week highlight of course the late Wed RBNZ. Let's see if Orr and co take
a leaf out of the BoE book and sound more upbeat/hawkish. If not, then
we'll continue to see crosses underperformance at the very least. We
don't see why they should and with one eye on the Kiwi price and
ongoing concerns over business confidence we suspect Orr and co will
continue to sound like one of the most dovish G10 CBs out there.

Others say:

ANZ: After squeezing higher last week, Nzd faces a week full of event
risk. Risk appetites and positioning are also important, and so barring
any major global surprises, further squeezes higher look possible. It will
therefore take quite a dovish RBNZ in order for 0.6550 support to be
meaningfully tested this week.

CBA: Kiwi can unwind much of last week's gain through the week. ASB
colleagues expect the RBNZ to sound just as cautious as in Sep, if not a
little more. The risk that soft NZ business confidence translates into
weaker activity cannot be fully ignored, and this may encourage the
RBNZ to sound more cautious, and undermine NZD and prove AUD/NZD
supportive. Global risks also suggest more downside risks to NZ's growth
and inflation outlook. ASB also expect WMP prices to remain soft Tue.

ING: Notes in Q3 the RBNZ pushed out its first expected hike to 2020,
sending local yields and NZD lower. Its statements continue to be very
equivocal on rates, with balanced risks providing little insights as to
whether the next move is up or down. Given the uncertain trade
environment and clear signs of China slowing, the RBNZ looks right to be
cautious.

Cont. p12

The Nzd Week - Bias Is Neutral … Continued
Back to Index Page

RISK: The US mid-terms and the FOMC. Will Trump lose the Congress prop and even hawkish FOMC's don't
always guarantee immediate Usd gains. Even with these 'unknowns' we're still mulling where can we next go?
Finally, OPTIONALITY risk and big near yard strikes roll off Thu and Fri for 0.6800 and 0.6650 respectively.
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• Last week's strong gains suggest that a more
sustained recovery may now be underway

• Bullish focus is firmly fixed on the Sep/Aug
.6699/.7727 prior reaction highs

• This area also coincides with the upper boundary of a
10-month falling channel

• Through there would turn more constructive,
targeting July's minor reaction highs at .6851/59 next

• Dips should be well supported by the .6618/.6573
area

• Back under last Wed's .6513 low threatens an
extension lower and fresh lows.

The Nzd Week - Bias Is Neutral … Continued
Back to Index Page
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China made a number of pro-growth policy moves in October. To begin with,
the PBoC on the 7th announced to cut the reserve requirement ratio (RRR) by
100bp, effective on 15th October. This is the 4th RRR cut announced since
September 2017, which will offer CNY450bn liquidity to commercial banks to
repay outstanding MLF loans plus an extra of CNY750bn net liquidity to the
banking system.

After the RRR cut came into effect, PBOC on 22th October announced two
measures to support financing for private enterprises. First, it will set up
tools to support private corporates' bond issuance. In particular, the PBoC
will provide initial funds through re-lending to financial institutions (FIs) to
offer credit-risk mitigation tools and other credit enhancements. Second, it
will increase its re-lending and re-discounting quota to qualified FIs by
CNY150bn to support credit extension to private sectors SMEs.

All of these policy moves suggest that Chinese policymakers have shifted
their focus to stimulus, abandoning deleveraging efforts, at least for the time
being. Faced with the escalating trade war externally, Chinese policymakers
seem to have decided to stop fighting the deleveraging war internally.

Though deleveraging seems to have been abandoned, it is still too early to
say whether Beijing will make a broad-based stimulus push for all major
sectors. It is not in question that the infrastructure sector is going to be a
beneficiary in this stimulus cycle. However, whether the real estate sector
will be another one is quite uncertain.

In our view, the real estate sector, which is still a bit overheated, will probably
not receive much of a stimulus push, at least over the next 3-6 months.

Zhongshan recently launched 13 residential land plots for sale that specify
buyers will not be allowed to pre-sell the projects. This suggests that Beijing
is biased towards curbing home demand a bit longer, rather than relaxing
existing home-purchase restrictions immediately. We believe other cities are
probably watching the land auctions in Zhongshan closely to decide whether
to follow suit.

To date, among the four land plots that went through the auction, one failed
and two were sold at prices at the low end. A pre-sale ban, in our view, could
be a positive for developers with abundant landbank and strong balance
sheets, but a negative for the liquidity-tight ones, who very much need to
forward-sell would-be-developed projects to home buyers for cash flows.

Chart 1 shows that developers are slowing down their pace of completion,
evidenced in the widening gap between starts growth and completion
growth. The slowdown to completion possibly reflects the developers'
decision to delay completion to tighter financing conditions.

We note that the liquidity positions of BB and B rated developers worsened
significantly or remained weak as at end-1H18, because many small
developers faced liquidity shortage in the tight credit environment during
1H18. The cash/short-term debt ratio for BB rated names dropped to 1.8X

Cont. p14

China Insight: Exploring Good Real Estate Developers In Harsh Environment
By IGM’s Tim Cheung Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst Back to Index Page
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(FY2017: 2.3X; 1H17: 2.3X) and that of B rated remained at 1.2X (FY2017:
1.2X; 1H2017: 1.4X). In contrast, IG names outperformed, as the cash/short-
term debt ratio improved to 3.8X (FY2017: 2.8X; 1H2017: 2.6X).

Though the operation environment was quite harsh in 1H 2018, some real
estate developers have somehow shown improvement in their EBITDA
margins and net gearing since the beginning of the year (chart 2).

They are EVERRE, KAISAG and COGARD, with the former two currently
trading at relatively attractive yield levels (chart 3).

In our view, these three names will likely outperform their peers, especially if
the central government continues to avoid making a stimulus push in the real
estate sector. We have strong preference for these three names as such and
also those which have shown improvement in the same aspect but are not
mentioned in this said article.

China Insight: Exploring Good Real Estate Developers In Harsh Environment … Continued
Back to Index Page
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The long-established background to the oil dispute is that as of November 5,
a set of sanctions will be introduced by the US on Iranian oil & shipping
companies as well as organisations which trade with them following
supposed violations of the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA - the
Iran Nuclear Deal). This initially saw oil prices rise sharply, with front-month
Brent reaching a high since 2014 above USD 85/brl as Iranian oil exports have
already slipped from their peak earlier this year and before sanctions actually
come into effect (see chart to left).

US supply, as well as a string of waivers that will reportedly be granted to
various countries (including. Japan, India, South Korea, and China), will
thereby take the sting out of sanctions. Additionally, the EU's
updated blocking statute forbids EU persons from complying with US
sanctions, though this may not be rigorously applied.

Overall, it also remains to be seen how stringently enforced the US secondary
sanctions will be, and what response Iran's government will have to being
partially cut off from major trading opportunities. An important issue will be
whether Iran is cut off from the SWIFT payments system. Hence, investors
will be watching the situation closely as any major developments will impact
the oil market directly, and we would position for a rebound in front-month
Brent if it slips further towards the USD 70.30/brl area (see technical analysis
below).

Cont p16

Oil Waivers Take The Sting Out Of Iran Sanctions
By IGM’s Robert Graystone, Fixed Income Strategist & Ed Blake, Chief European FI Technical Analyst Back to Index Page
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• Extended the dramatic fall from 86.74 (3 October, four-year peak)
through a 16-month rising trendline at 75.00 to post new 2-1/2
month lows

• Deteriorating daily/weekly studies suggest risk towards key
support between 70.30/55 (15 August higher low/38.2% retrace
of 44.35/86.74 rally)

• While 70.30 holds, constructive monthly studies suggest an
uptrend resumption, but bulls must clear 75.11 (24 October low)
then 78.03 (29 October lower high) to gain traction for 81.92 (15
October lower high)

• Loss of the 70.30/55 support zone would mark broader topping
and risk a deeper fall towards 66.69/65.54 (4 April higher low and
50% retrace of 44.35/86.74 rally)

Oil Waivers Take The Sting Out Of Iran Sanctions … Continued
Back to Index Page
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• Extended the seven-year narrowing trend to 33 (August/September, 
11-year lows), before widening to 56 (9 October high)

• While dips hold the 44/45 zone, improving studies suggest widening 
over 56 and 59 (22½mth falling trendline and the 200DMA)

• Potential would then be seen to lower highs at 63/73, which coincide 
with Fibonacci retracements of 111/33 fall

• Only below 44/45 would damage widening potential and risk 
renewed narrowing targeting 33 and below

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Buy dips as we await further widening through 56/69 targeting lower 
highs at 63/73. Place a protective stop under the 44/45 support zone

US 2v30s Yield Spread – Scope To 63/73 While Dips Hold Over 44/45
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 83 21 March 2018 high, just over 61.8% retracement of 111/33 fall at 81 
R4 73 25/26 April 2018 highs, near 50% retracement of 111/33 fall at 72 
R3 69 18 May 2018 minor lower high, just over 30 May 2018 high at 67 
R2 63 7 June 2018 lower high and 38.2% retracement of 111/33 fall 
R1 56 9 October 2018 reaction high, just under a 22½ month falling trendline/200DMA at 59 

Support Levels 

S1 44 6 September 2018 former high, just under 17 October 2018 low at 45 
S2 33 24/27 August and 13 September 2018, 11-year lows 
S3 22 29 June 2007 higher low 
S4 17 15 June 2007 minor higher low 
S5 6 1-5 June 2007 higher low 
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• Wider advance from 1.2062 remains intact following the rebound

off 1.2783 near potential 1+ year channel support

• The 200-Day MA has reverted to support, and is now starting to turn

higher

• 1.3386-1.2783 prior fall was characterised by marginal new lows &

deep retracements = underlying bullish tone

_____________________________________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Look to buy for a re-test of the June 1.3386 high. Bears need to breach 
prior lows at 1.2970/17 to derail the advance.

USD/CAD – 200-Day MA Keeping Bears In Check
Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 1.3793 5 May 2017 high 
R4 1.3547 2 June 2017 high 
R3 1.3386 27 June 2018 high 
R2 1.3290 19/20 July 2018 highs 
R1 1.3226 6 September 2018 high 

Support Levels 

S1 1.2970 24 October 2018 low 
S2 1.2917 16 October 2018 low, near the 200-Day MA (currently approx. 1.2935) 
S3 1.2783 1 October 2018 low 
S4 1.2730 11 May 2018 low 
S5 1.2528 17 April 2018 low 
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The Context

• Completed a multi-month double top (332.20/331.55) in early July 
and slumped to 255.20 (15 August low)

• While following gains are capped by the 287.10-288.05 barrier, risk 
remains for a return to test 255.20

• Deteriorating daily studies concur and decisively below 255.20 and 
246.70 would target 226.50-232.35 region

• Only above 287.10-288.05 would negate downside risk, confirm 
basing and re-open 302.70

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Sell into any near-term rallies for a resumption of this year’s downtrend 
through 255.20 targeting 232.35-226.50. Stop and reverse on a 
clearance of the 287.10-288.05 barrier

COMEX Copper – Downside Risk Whilst 287.10/288.05 Caps
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 317.30 18 June 2018 high, near 76.4% retrace of 331.55/255.20 fall (313.55) 
R4 307.50 21 June 2018 high 
R3 302.70 27 June 2018 high and near 61.8% retrace of 331.55/255.20 fall (302.40) 
R2 293.75 26 March 2018 low/double top trigger and near 50% retrace of 331.55/255.20 fall (293.90) 
R1 288.05 10 July 2018 high, nr 25 July/21 September and 4 October 2018 high at 286.70/287.10/286.65 

Support Levels 

S1 264.25 1 November 2018 low 
S2 255.20 2018 low – 15 August, marginally below the 332.20/331.55 double top target at 255.30 
S3 246.70 61.8% retrace of 193.55/332.20 (2016-17) rally, near 4 January/8 May 2017 lows at 247.25 
S4 232.35 18 March 2016 former high 
S5 226.50 76.4% retrace of 193.55/332.20 (2016-17) rally, near 13 July 2016 former high 
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